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An acldress by Al..vin R. Jennings" DOIII1nee tor
president ot the American Institu1;e ot Certified
Public .AcCQUll....:t.n1;s, at the 7ot'b annualmeet'ns,
New Orleans, Oatiober 281 1957.
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exam1nation is -not helpful..

&lIT. undertakings ill which the process

or

aeU -

\

In our own case it is ind1spensable it we are to

J

avoid stagoation.
Many groups have leglt1mate and vital interests in the econolQ'.

otten these interests are shared in common although at tlll1es the;, are Q,1verse.
Some of these groups depend more frequently than do others on tinancial data;
it is important to all of them. that financial reporting should be souudl;r balled.
We CPAs represent ourselves as able to serve these interests with
competency and independence.
question and criticize.

Their reliance upon us clearly entitles them to

We welcOllle their pqrticipation and are particular11

privileged to have this opportunity ot setting the points of view ot Mr. Barr
and Mr. Crane on how ...well we are measuring up to our responsibilities •
The topic of our

d1se~sion,

and the plans ot the Committee which

arranged this meeting, SUSSest something in the nature of a debate in which my
role is to act

a~_

a defender of the faith.

I hope you will not be too d1sap-

pointed if no major controversy develops because I expect to agree with our
other speakers it I think they are rlgb.t - particularly if they have any nice
things to say about us 1

''jN..ulEi ~
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----..----We serve in two capacities - as accountants and as auditors.
the rol.es overl.ap.

Our

Often

sUbject today could conceivably invol.ve us in re-

examination of our activities in. both rol.es.

To avoid creating a f'al.se sense

of expectancy" I would like to make it clear that I ;propose to address my relilarks
pr1maril.Y to the consideration of' the question of' how successful we have been in
our narrowing areas of' dif'ferences and inconsistency in the preparation and
presentation of" f'inancial. information which" of' course, rel.ates almost
exclusivel.y to our rol.e as accountants.

..

Many,of' the criticisms which have been l.eveled at our prof'ession and
which suggest f'a1l.ure on our part to provide and mainttin proper standards of'
f'inancial reporting seem to me to involve a

m1~derstand1ng

of' the nature of'

f'inancial statea,lents and of' accounting as well as of' the l.1m1tations which are
inherent in both.

We are tol.d that the public f'inds reports inadequate and

insuff'icient; that stoCkhol.ders have need f'or more quality and l.ess

q~tity;

and that it is our responsibility that it is not possibl.e to c6m.pare operating
resul.ts of' companies within a given industry or one industry with another
because of' the wide choices in accounting methods which are avail.abl.e.
It is dif'f'icult to deal with some of' these criticisms because they
are expressed in such broad terms as to make it a matter of' speculation as to
the precise nature of' the complaint.

In part, the dif'f'icul ty arises because

people impute to the accounting function a degree of' certainty which it does
not have and which it never can attain.

Many

years ago Mr. George O. May said

"accounting can rise no higher than the scal.e of' certainty of' the events which
it ref'l.ects." A tull.er appreCiation of' this truth would do much to bring matters
back into proper f'ocus.
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We must recognize" too" tbIit oi'ten variations in reported operating
resu1ts among companies in a

given industry are retlections ot differences in

the quality ot management and of variations in basic business policies.

It

seems clear that it is not a proper function ot accounting to control. such
decisions.

The continuity of earning "capacity depends upon economic torces

and the skill of manaaement" and not upon accounting.

Things which basically

are not comparab1e cannot be made so merely by refinement ot accounting
principles.
GENJmALLY ACCEPl'ED PRINCIPLES - THE DEVELOPMEIT OF A STAlIDARD:

We have done a great deal to try to explain the real nature ot
tinancial statements and to warn ot their limitations.

Twenty-tive years ago

a special committee ot our !Dstitute on Cooperation with Stock Ex:changes
engaged in a series ot discussions and correspondence with representatives ot
the New York Stock Ex:change.

The purpose ot these discussions was concisely

stated in these words:
" • • • • • there are two major tasks to be accomplished one is to educate the public in regard to the significance
of accounts, their value and their unavoidable limitations"
and the other is to make the accounts published by corporations more informative and authoritative."
The correspondence pointed out that the nature ot the bal.ance sheet"
and therefore ot the income account" was generally misunderstood" even by those
who might be presumed to be sophisticated.

It stressed the tact that the

fundamental process ot allocation ot expenditures to operations ot a series ot
years" which is the critical point ot all accrual accounting, necessarily
depended upon a body

ot

assumptions and conventions which were based in part
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. upon theoretical, StDd in part, on practical considerations.

It observed that,

while there was fairly general agreement on certa:l.n broad principles to be followed in the

fo~tion

of conventional methods ot accountin,s., there remained

'/
/

room for differences in the application of those princlples which affect the

/,

resul.ts in an important degree.
I do not propose to review the whole record of the two-year period in
which the Special Caumittee was in correspondence with the New- York stock

EKchange.

There are parts of this correspondence which I woul.d like- to remind

1011 of because of

thei~

extreme importance -4n-8~the pattern for later

developnents.
You Will recall that for III8.DY years, in fact, until 1934, the .opinion
paragraph of the independent public accountant made no reference to principles

ot accounting.

He contented himself with certifying that the statements set

forth the financial c0l!'dition and results of operations without reference to
8.Dy'

standards of accounting or reporting.

The discussions of the Special Com.-

mittee were the first seriOUS attempt to establish criteria which would serve
the dual purpose of assisting the independent public accountant in reachiD'g an
opinion on whether financial statements fairly presented what they purported to
show and, at the same time, would be helpful to users of financial statements in
appraising the significance of the opinion of the independent public accountant.
The Alternatives:

It was the view of the Special Committee that two possibilities

existed for narrowing the areas of difference and eliminating inconsistencies in
financial reporting.
select trom the

bo~

The first alternative would be to have a competent authority

ot acceptable methods then in use detailed sets of rules which

woul.d become bind1ng upon all co:ryorations of a given class.

Under this alternative,

financial reporting by all corporations woul.d be patterned atter the procedures
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which applied to regulated industries such as the railroads which are Wlder the
Jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission and are requireo.. to follow
accounting classifications prescribed by the Commission.

The Committee, without

specifying reasons, stated its belief that the arguments against any attempt to
apply tq1s alternative to industrial corporations were overwhelming.
The Choice:

It considered that a more practical alternative would be to leave

each corporation tree to choose its own methods of accounting wi th!n broad

limitations requiring disclosure ot the methods employed and consistency in their
application from year to year.

The Comm1 ttee' s conclusion was influenced, to a

large extent, by its bellet that it was relatively unimportant to the investor

which precise rules or conventions are adopted

u.r a

corporation in reporting

earnings it the investor was informed as to what the methods were and had
assurance of the consistency of their application.
The Program:

The CoIIIIDi ttee concluded its report by recommending certain

obJectives to the New York stock Exchange.

I will not quote them in tull but

I believe, because of their importance, I should summarize them.
(1)

To encourage reCOgnition ot the tact that the balance sheet

is not a representation ot present values.
(2)

To emphasize that balance sheets necessarily are, to a large
extent, historical in character and are largely the retlection

ot individual· Judaments.
(3)

To emphasize the relative importance ot the income account and

the recognition that it must be so presented as to constitute
the best retlection reasonably obtainable ot the earning
capacity ot the business under the conditions existing
during the period to which it relates.
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To require acceptance by. corporations of certain broad
principles of accounting which are regarded as having
achieved saneral acceptance but to make no attempt to
restrict the right of the corporation to select detailed
methods of accounting.

Recognition ,of a Community of Interests:

The Committee recognized that the broad

principles which could be said to have achieved acceptance were
number.

r~latively

few in

It recommended formulation of a statement of such principles atter con-

sultation with a group of qualified· persons, including corporate officials,

\.

lawyers and accountants, and listed five such principles which it felt should be
included in any such statement.

It is of particular interest to note the Com-

alittee' s belief that the formulation of acceptable principles was a matter in
which corporate ma.nag~ent and its professional advisors other than the independent

public accountan:t had a f'undamental interest.
The Stock Exchange took steps to place the recommendations of the
Special Committee before all listed companies and to encourage the adoption of
the

accoUDtingpr~nciples

recommended by the .Committee.

At the request of" the

.Stock Exchange the Special Comin1.ttee suggested a revised form of independent
public accountant's report, which achieved immediate acceptance in the profession.
The opinion paragraph of this report for the first time related the fairness of
presentation to the consistent use of accepted principles of accounting.
The Institute Accepts Responsibility:

Promptlyatter the conclusion and

publication of the correspondence, the Institute, in recognition of the need of a
formal and continuous facility for considering matters in that field, appointed a
special committee on the development of accounting principles.

In

1938-39 the

Special Committee was reorganized and enlarged and has since been known as the
Committee on Accounting Procedure.

Simultaneously, a Research Department was

- 7 organ! zed wi thin the framework of the Institute Staf't.

'!he Committee I s obj ectives"

as initially stated, were:
(1) ~o further development ~d recognition of generally accepted
accounting principles" and
(2)

to narrow area,s of difference and inconsistency in accounting

practices.
B,y these actions, the Institute acknowledged a responsibil1ty and assumed leaderBb1p.

Procedural Rules:

'!he newly created Committee on Accounting Procedure adopted

rules for its own conduct and guidance.

In general, these provided that any

opinion or recommendation before issuance is to be submitted to all meabers of
the Committee that no opinion or recommendation would be issued'unless it received the approval of two-thirds ot the entire Committee, and that any member
of the Committee who dissented from an opinion would be entitled to have the fact
of his dissent and the reasons made a matter of record.
that the Committee should

~ve

'!he rules provided 1"urther

careful consideration to prior opinions, to

prevailing practices" and to the views of professional and other bodies concerned with accounting procedures before reaching a conclusion in a particular
instance.
Uhless tormal adoption by the Institute meabership is aSked and secured"
the authority of opinions reached by the Commit-tee rests upon the general acceptability of such opinions.

It is recognized that extraordinary cases may

exist in which departures from the opinions might be justified and it is understood that the burden of' justifying any such departure must be assumed by those
who adopt treatments other than those recommended by the Committee.

Certain other

rules not particularly pertinent to this diSCUssion also were adopted.
Membership to the Committee" as you know" is by appointment ot the
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The Committee consists ot a Chairman and twenty members.

President.

is made to see that a cross section ot practice is represented in the

An attempt

Committee

members~ip •

Operation and Problems ot the CoIbmittee:

Since its creation, the Committee has

issued torty-eight Accounting Research Bulletins, the tirst torty-two ot which
were reviewed, restated, and revised as recently as 1953.
reason to be proud ot the product ot this Committee.
fine job.

On the whole, we have 'every

They have done a remarkably

I do not propose today to defend either the reasoning or the con-

clusions ot the Committee with respect to any one ot these bulletins.
purpose would be served by doing so.

..,:(

Little

We might better concern ourselves with a

re-examination ot the more basic question as to whether the 'procedures are those
which are best designed to achieve our purposes.
Accounting, it it is to have meaning, must remain utilitarian.
the law, it must be tluid and responsive to the need ot change.

Like

BaSic principles

may be conceived in a vacuum but they will be stillborn it they do not achieve
acceptance by those who have the primary
tations.

Good

busine~s

respons~bility

tor financial represen-

practices and good accounting cannot long be at sub-

stantial variance.
Those in the Institute who, over the years, have had responsibility tor
the development ot accounting research have recognized the importance ot obtaining
the views ot industry spokesmen.

They have tried to devise a procedural method

which would achieve the purpose.

We have not succeeded.

The tault is not

altogether ours - in tact, I think it rests largely upon a tailure ot industry
to acknowledge in any major sense its own obligations, and a disposition to

interpret leadership by the !nstitute as an indication ot willingness to assume
tull accountability.

I.

"
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Restrictions ot Edstins Research Methods:

In the tield ot medicine pure research

is largely in the hands ot biochemists and other specialists and not in, the normal
province ot the practicing

pbysici~.

they are ottered to the public.

Techniques exist to test new ClruSs betore

At l.aw, the continued acceptability ot establ.ished

concept8 is tested each time a case goes to trial.
We have no comparabl.e l.aboratory in which the new may be examined and

_......

tested against the old.

-"", ~~"".

:).

This is a serious handicap to creative thinking. I
--.'
cite as an example the interesting and important question ot the continued
I

validity ot the assumption that in spite ot its instability, the dollar is the
best common denominator ot accounting expression.

,

tlicting views exist in this matter.

You all know that strong con-

We are told that, as a protession, we are

remiss because we have not recognized economic developments.

To the extent that

such criticism. implies negl1gence in considering the question, it is in error.
You all know the val.id1ty ot the assumption has received thougbttul. and ex.
\
tensive consideration. Without at the moment raising a question ot the merits

ot the concl.usion, it is the present otficial. position ot the Institute that
attempts to reflect the declining val.ue ot the dollar should, tor' the present,
be achieved by supplemen'tar7 data and explanations an<L not through. the tormal

accounts.

Thus, an independent certitied public accountant whose client would
,

,

l.1ke to compute depreciation on a basiS other than historical cost must advise
his client that to dO so would be contrary to the generally accepted principle
invol.ved and would require the accountant to so state in his report.

It is my

understanding that the SEC would view as deficient financial statements which
were accompanied by an auditor t s opinion qualitied as to their contorm!ty with
general.ly accepted accounting principles.
Where We Now Stand:

It seems cl.ear that present processes permit little,'1t

.,,
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any, opportun!ty tor sound experimentation ot new ideas.
To summarize, this, then, is where I think we stand:

(1)

Although new events have created new ditferences and
~

inconsistencies in the meantime, there is general recognition

J

that the areas ot ditterence and inconsistency in tinancial
reporting have been narrowed substantially in the last
quarter century and that this could not have been achieved
except through the acceptance ot the concept ot a body' ot

\

..,x.I
\

generally accepted accounting principles as criteria.
(2)

'!he Institute has accepted almost exclusive responsibility
tor the development ot research in the tield of accounting
principles.

In many respects this has been helpf'ul. but it

certainly may not be said to have been ideal.

To the eXtent

that research is conducted outside our Institute as, tor
example, that which tinds expression in·resear.ch statements
issued by the American Accounting AsSOCiation, it is not
coordinated with our own.
(3)

Present methods ot accounting research give no opportun!ty
to test new ideas - in tact, there is some Justitication tor /
a belief that they tend to stifle creative thinking.

A New Approach to Research:
the research program.
(1)

I propose that the Institute undertake to restudy

As a starter, I suggest:

Development ot accounting principles should be regarded as

)

in the nature ot pure research.

(2) An adequate research organization should be provided.

There

'\

are reasons which suggest that it would be best it the research

./

l
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orga.n1zation were to be an adJunct to and not a f'ormal part
of' the Institute itself'.

This is a basic question of' pollcy

which should be resolved in the restudy which I think should
be undertaken.

I am not prepared at this time to

detailed orga.n1zation plan.
Research

Foun~tion

ship to the

ad~ce

a

One possibility is to create a

having the same orS$D1zational relation-

Inst~ tute

as does our present Accountants

Foundation.
(3)

The research organization should be staf'f'ed with personnel,\
having proper academic and experience backgrounds (we miSht

)1

require as many as f'i ve or six men of' outstanding abil1ty) •
There should be no restrictions which would require that the
staft be drawn exclusively fram people who had been in
practice; in f'act, it might be preferable if' the staff', in ,
part, were composed of those whose background would enable
them to contribute the academic and industry points of view.
(4)

Industry and our profession should jOintly share the cost of

/

the program in equitable proportions by contributions to the
Research Found&tion.
(5)

The function of the research organization generally should

,

be to carry on continuous examination and re-examination of'
basic accounting assumptions and to develop authoritative
statements tor the guidance of' both industry and our prof'ession.

~\

In doing so, the research staff' should have full power

and facilities to consult, as necessary, with representatives
of industry, with representatives of the teaching profession,

,
I
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and with representatives ot regulatory bodies.

Repre-

sentatives ot such groups should have the privilese ot
presenting their ideas to the research statt.

The functions

ot the research staff should also include the development
and distribution ot material designed to improve the understanding ot those who rely upon tinancial reporting as to
the Dature, value and lim1tations ot tina.ncial representations.

(6)

Statements issued by the research organization should be

..

submitted tor approval or rejection ot basic ideas to the
Council ot the American Institute ot Certified Public AJ::countants.

..

It would not be expected that Council would

concern i tselt with torm or manner ot expression but only
wi th the substance ot the ideas presented tor its approval
\

or rejection.

As a practical matter Council might appoint·

a "screening" cOllllldttee to review proposals prior to their

J

tormal submission tor voting.
upon receiving approval of two-thirds ot the members ot

\
\

\

Council voting upon any particular bulletin, it should be

I

/

i

considered binding upon members of our Institute.
• I

Research is a full-time job and should be recosnized as such.', Hundreds
I

ot the foremost members ot our profession have devoted uncounted hours ot hard
work to the program ot the Comm:Lttee on Accounting Procedure.

Many

ot my own

partners have served and I know at tirsthand ot the tremendous demands on their
time and energy.

I am sure that all who have had the privilege ot service have a

well-tounded conviction that their efforts were worthwhile.

Yet I also believe

that all ot them at times must have wondered whether the job was not too demanding
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tor any voluntal7 gt"oup.

The necessity ot changing the personnel ot the Committee

trom time to time is disruptive ot continuity and thiS, too, is a problem.
In Bpite ot its devotion to its tasks, the ever-increasing complexities

ot business make it inevitable that we should be taced with the question ot '\
whether the Committee can move tast enough to keep up with economic and SOCial!
changes which aftect accounting and financial reporting.

The adoption ot a

progt"8Dl ot the type which I suggest should permit an orderly division ot the
total responsibilities ot the research organization and this should

ao

a gt"eat

deal to enable us to move torward with all necessary speed and the assurance ot

carefUlly considered ju4pents.

One ot our occasional mistakes has been to place

too much emphasis on speed in getting out bulletins.

This may strike some ot

you who are aware ot the long periods ot deliberation ot the Committee on
certain problems as an unusual conclusion.

Nevertheless, I think it is true

that the tew bulletins which have been most open to question are those where
normal procedures were accelerated in an endeavor to meet a time schedule.
Merely to change the organizational torm under which research is conducted will
not, ot course, obviate the need to move with speed when the circumstances
require that we should do so but a well-staffed research organization which can
devote its tul.1 energies to a continuous process ot research should be able
better to anticipate the needs ot the times and do a gt"eat deal to ili:prove
our capacity tor prompt action.
Almost since its reorgan1zation the Committee has had the assistance

ot Carman mough as Director ot Research.

His guidance and his .1udpents have

been ot immeasurable va.l.ue to the Committee and have gt"eatly enhanced the
prestige of the protession.

He has filled his post with great distinction.

What he has been able to do and the way in which he has accomplished it

,
,.-
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emphasize the desirability of entrusting the whole 1'unction of research to a
professional group whose Characteristics I could define no better than in terms
of what Carman Blough has brought to the Job.

It will not be easy if I 'in factI

it is possible for us to find five or six Carman Bloughs.

Yet I am convinced

that is what is needed and we must set about it and do the best we can.
Another problem for our present method of operation is the difficulty
which exists in reversing positions previously taken.

)( )(

At best, the need for

doing so gives rise to awkward questions of procedure and protocol; at worst,
it tends to encourage procrastination.

I believe a research organization which,

in a sense, would be independent of the Institute would have less difficulty
with problems of this kind.

Something to Start on:

The January, 1957 issue of the Journal of Accountancy

includes an article entitled "An Elcecutive rooks at Accountancy" which contains
some constructive criticiSDlS of present-day accounting.

It is a pity that this

fine article was published when so ma.ny of us were busily engaged in trying to
keep up with year end problems.

Ii' you have not read it you should do so.

The author, Mr. Oswald W. Knauth, is a distinguished businessman who
has had ample opportunity to appraise the values and weaknesses of financial
reporting.

His views are important to all of us.

Incidentally, in m;y earlier

discussion of the activities ot the Special Committee on Cooperation with Stock
Ex:changes l I pointed out that the Committee was concerned with the widespread
misunderstanding of the function and nature of financial statements and of the
work of the independent public accountant, even among sophisticated groups.

In

this article, Mr. Knauth observes "In their atteQJ.pt to portray. accurately the
position of a corporation to an uninformed group of investors or potential
investors, accountants to me face an almost impoSSible, perhaps impossible, task."

- 15 I am conf'ident that no group of reapon"ible independent public accountants wouid
deUberately encourage the impression that one of its obJectives vas to achieve
an accurate portrayal. of financial position.

For at least a quarter of a

,

century our opiniOns have sought to do no more than to state whether we believe
the balance sheet fairly presented position with rul.l recognition that accuracy

\

Y.~

in the generally accepted sense of the word vas not necessarily desirable but,
even if deSirable, vas certainly unobtainable.

The very choice of words by

.Mr. Knauth constj.tutes an indictment of the adequacy of our educational e:f'f'orts.
Mr. Knauth reminds us that strong reasons exist for challeJiging certain

.

assumptions which are basic to the accounting :tunction and concludes his article
with six recommendations for our consideration.
the questions raised by Mr. Knauth.
serious thought.
efforts.

Many

We cannot seek today to resolve

All of them are important and worthy

~f

of them re-emphasize the necessity for :further educational

All of them, I believe, are matters which should have the attention of

some group, such as the research organization which I have suggested.
THE INDISPENSABILITY OF INDEPENDENCE:

Independence is the foundation of our profession - without it our
names would add little, if any, value to the credibility of financial reporting.
Whether he practices as an individual, as a member of a small. firm, or as a

member of a larger firm, I am thoroushly convinced tbat every member of our

-----

Institute recognizes .~~~ he .~l?t~,,~
~-

......,-.--- .....

,SQ •.1Q.th,.QOlAPJ.e1;.~ ,0:bJe~t1v1t¥, &Il4 inde-

pendence of Judsrnent if he and the profession are to survive.
....... ,.,". ,"':-,4:t.,.,

",.,""

••

.-",

Instances of

"

record where the independence of the certifying accountant has been challenged
are so few as to raise question as to whether they are a fair reflection of the
prevailing level of practice.

We know that in our profeSSion or in any other

'

.'
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-.prof'ession there will always be those who will yield to expediency and whose
--.~

•• - - - -. . . . - - ' - - . . . . . .

. . ....

',.

' •••• "

........ _ .

,

H,~'

••

. '

••••

•

.,"

•

views Will be colored by personal., rather than the publ1c, interest.

" ~."

'

We do not

have the capacity to change human nature but we can take pride in the f'act that
ve have done everything reasonably possible to establ1sh high standards of'
practice and to iuvestisate cases of' malpractice which are brought
tention and to deal with of'f'enders.

t~

our at-

It is my personal. bel1ef' that, in matters

of' ethics, competence, and performance, practice today stands at a higher level
than ever bef'ore.

Cri ticiams which suggest that the prof'ession on any vide scale

basis has lost its independence or that high standards of' ethics, competency,
and independence are the exclusive characteristics of' any particular group in
the prof'ession are baseless.

Preservat10n of' high standards of' practice is

something about vhich we can never permit ourselves to become complacent.

I

think that there is small risk of' our ever doing so ..

SUMMARY:
In summary, I believe that, as a prof'ession, ve can best meet the

demands and challenges of' f'inancial reporting if' ve keep these things in mind:
(1)

We must re-emphasize our f'aith in the concept of' generally
accepted accounting principles as necessary to an objective
determination of' the f'airness of' f'inancial representations.

(2)

We must continue to accept our f'air share of' responsibil1ty
f'or the identif'ication of' those prinCiples which should be
generally f'ollowed, and devise new lJ1ethods which vill take
(

into partnership with us others whose roles in the economy
invest them with pa.ral.lel interests in the process of'
identif'ication.

I
j

J

..,
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(3)

We must recognize that accounting principles must be
suff'iciently rigid to give meaning to tinancial reporting
and sufficiently tlexible to permit ot change when
circumstances require.

(4) We must increase our efforts to educate those who depend
upon financial reporting as to the nature ot financial
statements and their unavoidable limitations and ot our
function as independent certitied public accountants.
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